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STELLINGEN

1. Voor het bepalen van fluctuaties dient men rekening te

houden met "constraints" in het systeem. Men is daardoor

beperkt in de keuze van een ensemble en kan niet, zoals

voor eerste orde momenten en voor thermodynamische toestands-

vergelijkingen, het meest eenvoudige ensemble gebruiken.

In het bijzonder zijn de gebruikelijke formules voor

bezettingsfluctuaties in Boltzmann en Fermigassen m.b.v.

het groot kanoniek ensemble niet van toepassing voor

electronenfluctaaties in halfgeleiders en metalen.

2. Inzicht in de wezenlijke betekenis van de physica voor

de geneeskunde kan gezien de plaats die dit vak in het

onderwijs aan medische studenten is bemeten bij de aankomende

arts niet ontstaan.

3. Het physiseh milieu is van dermate groot belang voor het

in stand houden van leven, i.h.b. dat van de mens, dat ieder

experiment van enige afmeting waarvan de gevolgen voor dat

milieu niet te overzien zijn achterwege dient te blijven.

h, Casimir heeft aangetoond dat in het algemeen geldt dat in

bepaalde gevallen de "reciproke" of "Onsager" relaties die

bestaan tussen transport coëfficiënten moeten worden voorzien

van een extra minteken. De door Stewart op basis van de rela-

tivistische kinetische gastheorie afgeleide Onsager-Casimir

relaties zijn onjuist: het Casimir minteken ontbreekt.

L. Onsager, Phys. Rev. 37, ̂ 05 (1931)

Phys. Rev. 38, 2265 (1931).

H.B.G. Casimir, Rev. Mod. Phys. 17, 31+3 (19^5).

J.M. Stewart, Non-equilibrium relativistic kinetic

theory, Springer-Verlag, Berlin (1971), p-^9-

W.Th. Hermens, W.A. van Leeuwen, Ch.G. van Weert en

S.R. de Groot, Physica 60, U72 (1972).



Het feit dat de geobserveerde II.M.R. 'lijnbreedte voor

fluor met éên nikkel-nabuur in KpNiF, kleiner is dan de

berekende Van Vleck dipool-dipool lijribreedte kan gedeeltelijk

verklaard worden door indirecte interactie via het electronen

moment in aanmerking te nemen.

E.P. Maarschal, A.C. Botterman, S. Vega en A.R.

Miedema, Physica 41, 473 (1969).

Het onderwijs in literatuurgeschiedenis op middelbare

scholen dient niet te worden beperkt tot die literatuur

oorspronkelijk verschenen in éên van de talen waarin

onderwezen wordt.

Het verwijderen van "bijsluiters" uit de verpakking van

medicijnen, zoals dat door veel apothekers bij aflevering

van medicijnen aan de cliënt wordt gedaan, is onjuist.

De theoretische resultaten van Hurd voor de diffusie-

thermospanning S van verdunde legeringen van p-metalen

in edele metalen vertonen overeenkomst met experimentele

waarden dankzij het gebruik van een foutieve uitdrukking

voor S,,

P. Leonard, Journal de Physique, 28, 328 (1967)

C.M. Hurd en E.M. Gordon, J. Phys. Chem. Sol.

29, 2205 (1968).

De verkeersdrukte en de luchtvervuiling in grote steden in landen

met een regenachtig en winderig klimaat als het onze kunnen

een heel eind worden teruggebracht door als normaal te

accepteren dat men verwaaid, bezweet en natgeregend op werk,

spreekuur, vergadering etc. komt.

Amsterdam, 12 september 1973 Wim Breur
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IKTROCUCTION

The coupling between paramagnetic ions and the surrounding crystal

lattice and its dependence on an applied magnetic field is the main

topic of this thesis. The importance of this coupling can bo illustretc-íí

by a simple electron spin resona>ce experiment. In such an experiment

microwave energy is supplied to a pair of energy states of the ion

in the crystal lattice, the microwave quantum energy being equal to

the energy difference between the two states. As has been shown by

Einstein, the probability for induced transitions between the two

energy states is equal in both directions. Because of the Boltzrícnn

distribution, initially the lowest of the two energy levels vill have

a larger population than the upper level. Per unit time the number

of transitions from one leve], to the other will be given by the

population of the level multiplied by the transition probabilit5',

resulting in a nett absorption of microwave energy. If no coupling

between the energy level system of the ion and the lattice voulâ exist

the population of both levels would be equal after some time, no energy

would be absorbed any longer and the system would be saturated definitely.

This is not what happens; after switching off the microwave power the

original Boltzmann distribution vi.ll be restored gradually. For a

particular material and experimental conditions a characteristic time,

the relaxation time, for the return to equilibrium can be given. The

mechanism that acts in restoring the equilibrium is called a relsiX&tion

process.

The paramagnets this thesis deals with are solids, their paramag-

netism being due to the electron spins of ions from transition group

elements. In such a paramagnet we can distinguish two subsystems:

the spin system and the lattice vibrations (phonons), visually referred

to as the lattice.The lattice is supposed to be in close contact with

a heat sink of infinite heat capacity called the bath. A process allovit:g

energy transfer between the spin system and the lattice is celled a

spin-lattice relaxation process.

In the experiment we observe in fact a two-step process, the epin-

lattice process and the lattice-bath process. In our experiments the



bath was a quantity of liquid helium or liquid hydrogen. In the case

of a very strong coupling between the lattice and the bath the spin-

lattice relaxation time is equal to the spin-bath relaxation time

that we observe. Under certain conditions the lattice oscillators

within the band of phonons with which the spin system directly interacts

cannot deliver their energy fast enough to other phonons or to the

bath. This will result in a relatively large number of phonons in

a narrow band around one frequency, as a consequence the reverse spin-

lattice process will now occur with a greater probability and the

energy flow out of the spin system will decrease. The situation described

is known as a phonon bottleneck. It is clear that under phonon bottle-

neck conditions we cannot measure the spin-lattice relaxation time

directly. This problem and possible w^ys out will be discussed in

chapter III.

We distinguish two types of interaction between the spin system

and the lattice. The first type of interaction is the 'direct process1

in which a spin creates or absorbs a phonon of energy equal to its

own loss or gain in energy. In the second type of interaction the

spin relaxes under simultaneous creation and absorption of two phonons

with an energy difference equal to the energy difference between the

two spin states; these second type of processes are the Baman and the

Orbach processes. As will be shown in chapter I the probability for

the occurence of different relaxation processes is related to the

temperature and the applied magnetic field. This dependence of the

relaxation time on the temperature and on the magnetic field gives

us the possibility to select one process by choosing the appropriate

experimental conditions. As announced in the first line of this intro-

duction the aim of this work is to study in particular the field depen-

dence of relaxation processes. The reason for this lies in the fact

that until some years ago most of the relaxation experiments were

restricted to the investigation of the temperature dependence of re-

laxation processes, due to the experimental techniques used. From

both the theories that were developed and the experimental results

obtained the field dependence of different processes was predicted

but not always unambiguously clear.



The experimental facilities on the Natuurkundig Laboratorium of the

University of Amsterdam offered the opportunity to study the field

dependence over a rather large field range. The first relaxtion

measurements done with the experimental set-up used for most of the

work described in this thesis were performed by Verwey (thesis 1969).

Later experimental improvements made clear that more accurate and

more detailed information could be obtained. In cooperation with van

Duyneveldt from the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium at Leiden some

experiments were done combining the bridge method used in Leiden and

the pulsed field installation in Amsterdam. The experimental techniques

will be discussed in chapter II, also in chapter II the specific reasons

will be given for the choice of the materials studied. Each 01' the

following chapters will deal with one material or with a group of

materials having in some or another way so much in common that they

can be discussed together. Finally a summary in Dutch and in English

is given.



CHAPTER I

The coupling between the spin system and the lattice implies

a dependence of the energy of the spin system on the lattice parameters.

A modulation of the lattice parameters - lattice vibrations - will

then induce energy changes of the electronic spins.

Two mechanisms have been proposed: firstly modulation of the

magnetic, usually dipolar, interaction between neighbouring magnetic

ions and secondly interaction of the magnetic ions with the modulated

crystalline electric field ( Stark effect )= The first interaction

mechanism proposed by Waller in 1932 in a theory later refined by
2)

Altshuler leads to a prediction of relaxation times much longer
than observed experimentally. The second mechanism was introduced

3)

by van Vleck . As is veil known the crystalline electric field inter-

acts only with the orbital motion of the electrons; via L-S coupling

we finally get the connection with the spin system. We will now con-

sider the different spin lattice relaxation processes in more detail.

The energy distribution of the phonons will be assumed to be a Debye

spectrum and the spin system will be supposed to be in internal

equilibrium.

In the direct process the relaxing spins exchange quanta of energy

with lattice modes of energy equal to the gain or loss of energy of

the spins. This means that only phonons within a narrow band of energy

- phonons on speaking terms - are involved. In the Kaman and in the

Orbach process a spin interacts simultaneously with two phonons, their

energy difference being equal to the energy change of the spin. In

the Orbach process ' this ha,ppens via a level at energy A above

the ground state. This requires A<kQ_ ( k is Boltzmanns constant,

0D is the Debye temperature ) to make sure that phonons of the right

frequency are available. This intermediate level does not occur in

the Baman process, any pair of phonons fulfilling the energy conditions

may contribute to the relaxation.

Summarizing we can conclude that at very low temperatures the

two-phonon processes will be dominated by the direct process, due

10



to the lack of phonons of sufficient high energy needed for the other

processes. At higher temperatures the two-phonon processes will be

more probable in particular the Raman process. In the detailed des-

cription of the relaxation processes to be given in the following

part complete derivations of the formulae will be omitted, they can

be found in several publications' ' ' '

DIRECT PROCESS

a) The Waller-Altshuler mechanism

In a relatively concentrated magriptic material(but still para-

magnetic) the distances between neighbouring magnetic ions can be

such that there is a considerable interaction between the ions.

Changes in the spin-spin interaction caused by the lattice vibrations

could cause spin-lattice relaxation. Except for the case of concen-

trated samples the Waller mechanism can be important in paramagnets

with a quenched orbital momentum or in S-state ions too. In Wallers

original paper only reorientation of the spin of one single particle
2)

was taken into account. In a later paper Altshuler showed that

there is a high probability for the simultaneous reorientation of

two neighbouring spins, leading to much shorter relaxation times than

calculated by Waller. For a simple cubic lattice the relaxation time

is given by

h Mll3
2 S(2S+1)(S+1)2 H3 coth( ggH/2kT) =-1

(1.1)

for a single spin-flip, and

(2S-H) 2(S+1) 2 H3 coth(2figH/2kT) s"1 ,. 2)

for two simultaneous spin-flips, where:

11



z is the number of nearest neighbours

h is Planck's constant

g is the spectroscopic splitting factor

v is the velocity of sound in the crystal (v is supposed to be iso-

tropic )

f$ is the Bohr magneton

r is the distance between two nearest neighbours

p is the density of the crystal

H is the applied magnetic field

k is Boltzniann's constant and

T is the temperature of the sample.

The expressions (1.1) and (1.2) assume an isotropic g-factor, in

particular cases with a non-isotx*opic g-factor which we will meet

later this will be taken into account.

It is important that one notices that

((2)gßH/2kT) <u H3 (1.3)

For the Waller mechanism it makes no difference wether we deal with

a Kramers or a non-Kramers ion.

b) The crystal field modulation approach

Non-Kramers ions

Here we have

-1 3
2upvs

H3 coth(gÉH/2l£T) |<a|nnT|b>|
2 s"1

where |a]> and |b^> are the energy states of the lowest doublet.

At the low temperatures in the liquid helium range as in our experiments

only this doublet is significantly populated.

12



^Vn is the crystalline electric field potential. The matrix elements

<a|rivjb> have to be calculated for each specific case.

Kramers ions

For Kramers ions the orbit-lattice interaction cannot connect the

states Ia> and |b> directly. By applying a magnetic field the

Kramers degeneration is lifted and admixture of higher energy states

I c > and I d > into states |a> and |b> leads to the required orbit-

lattice interaction.

We find in this situation

coth(gßH/2kT)

A is the Lande splitting factor and A is the crystal field splitting

between the tvo doublets, n is a unit vector m the direction of the

external magnetic field.

RAMAN PROCESS

In this two-phonon process uelaxatiöh-betfreen |a> and jbetakes

place involving some (virtual) excited state. This process is in

perturbation theory of higher order than the direct process. In the

two-phonon process a much larger part of the phonon spectrum is used

than in the direct process. On the other hand the matrix elements

appearing in higher order perturbation theory are much smaller than

those in the direct process. As a consequence of these facts tLe

two-phonon process vill dominate the direct process at temperatures

of the order of magnitude of 3OK and higher. Clearly Kramers and

non-Kramers ions have to be considered separately.

Non-Kramers ions

The expression for the relaxation rate is for this case:

13



9(6!) kT
ft

T_ clearly does not depend on the magnetic field.
H

Kramers ions

(1.6)

This case leads to the expression

1
= (9!)h

2

R
kT
•n 0.7)

Tn some cases one will deal with a system including higher spin

states that will adndx with the ground state Kramers doublet when

applying a magnetic field. This leads to a term:

T /V H2T7 , (1.8)

this is the only field dependent Raman term.

OREACH PROCESS

For the Orbach process we require the existance of phonons of

energy A, so the condition A<k0 should be fulfilled. Here we find

for a non-degenerate excited state:

•ft

3 exp(-A/kT).|r<a|v'|c>|2
(1.9)

with the assumption kT«A. If the the intermediate level is a

Kramers doublet the expression is not essentially different, the

matrix elements should be replaced by a sum of two matrix elements

squared, for that case.

Some of the materials studied for this thesis are not of the

relative simple two level type. One more complication is that the

nuclear spin of an ion can be non-zero, splitting up the electronic

levels. Problems involved in such particular cases will be discussed

when relevant.

11»
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CHAPTER II

Observation of the magnetization as a function of time in a step

wise changing magnetic field directly shows how the relative populations

of the electronic levels behave as a function of time. In such an

experiment the magnetic field has to be changed in a time, short as

compared to the relaxation time of the sample. At the Natuurkundig

Laboratorium a magnet has been constructed, designed by Müller, Roeland

and Gersdorf , which is very appropriate for this purpose. The

equipment consists in principle of a magnet, a pick-up coil to measure

the magnetization, a dewar system and instruments to record magnetization

and field.

MAGHET AMD DEWAR

The construction of the magnet is shown by the cross section

in figure 1.

He inlet

K screen
liquid nitrogen

liquid helium vessel

coolant pipes

magnet coil

steel shields

"super insulation"

Figure 1. Cross section of the magnet.
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The magnet coil consists of 678 windings hard drawn copper wire. At

the maximum field (V38O kOe) the current through the coil mounts to

9OOO A. In that situation the windings experience strong Lorentz forces.

To avoid deformation of the coil it has been reinforced by cilindrical

steel shields, one at about one third of the radius and one around

the coil. In order to limit ohmic losses the resistance of the coil

is reduced by cooling it. The cooling is achieved, starting at room

temperature, using liquid nitrogen and at low enough temperature

completed using liquid neon. The resistance of the coil varies from

270 mfi at 295 K to about 8 mfi at 27 K.

The dewar system consists of an inner and an outer dewar both

constructed of stainless steel. In order to obtain as much room for

the experiment as possible the tail of the dewar has been made of

thin walled tube and the space between the inner and the outer dewar

is as small as possible. In the dewar a german silver tube is inserted.

Around this tube a coil is wound to measure the magnetic field by

integrating the induction voltage, two coils on either side of this

measuring coil allow for estimating the center of the field. Furthermore

a Pt thermometer a He level indicator and a heater wire are fixed to

the tube. The inside diameter of the tube is 16 mm this being the

diameter of the space available for sample and pick-up coil. By reducing

the pressure above the liquid helium the temperature can be lowered

to about 1.^K. The measuring temperature can be kept constant by

means of a manostat. The magnet coil and the dewar system are mounted

in two coaxial steel vessels, the room in between the two vessels

serves as a super insulation. A transformer connected to the 10 kV

city mains delivers 66O V for the rectifier. The rectifier consists

of six ignitrons in a bridge circuit. Whereas the resistance of the

magnet increases during a pulse the voltage across the magnet has to

be increased to keep the field (current) constant. The feed back circuit

for the field regulation and programming is shown in figure 2. The

voltage regulation is effectuated by delaying or advancing ignitions

of the ignitrons.The ripple on the rectified current is taken out

by a filter (F in fig.2) parallel to the magnet coil and a coil S

in series with the current leads.

17



Qg

Lt

Figure 2. Feedback system for the regulation and the programming

of the magnetic field.

The induction voltage across a pick-up coil placed in the center of

the field is fed into an integrator together with the voltage across

a coil (Ig) induced by a programming circuit, 1„ is wound on a permalloy

ring being in either of its two saturated magnetizations. The regulation

is based on the cancellation of these two voltages, that means on

zero output of the integrator.

THE PICK-UP COIL FOR THE MAGNETIZATION MEASUREMENTS

The magnetization of a sample in a pulsed magnetic field can

be measured by integrating the voltage induced in a coil in which

2)
the sample is mounted .

18



The contribution of the magnetic field to the induced voltage can

be eliminated by connecting a second coil in series opposition with

the first one. In strong pulse shaped magnetic fields it is not simple

to compensate sufficiently for the field contribution in this way,

this because of inevitable inhomogeneaties. A pick-up coil giving

zero signal when placed in an external field and being very insensitive

to displacements of the sample inside the coil would be ideal. "In

principal this problem can be solved mathematically ana some specific

solutions have been outlined by Gersdorf, Müller and Roeland , also

a practical approximate solution is given. Based on the same principles

a more precise approximation has been used to construct a new pick-

up coil. The solution chosen consists of a set of coaxial cilindrical

coils, a simple construction that can be easily realized with some

presision.

The calculation proceeds as follows: firstly one develops the

magnetic field around the center of the coil in a series of spherical

harmonics, terms of order six and higher are omitted. The one puts

in the required conditions, in our case these are: the coil should

have zero pick-up in a field described by spherical harmonics of order

zero, two and four, spherical harmonics of odd degree do not contribute

to the pick-*.up as a consequence of the symmetry of the coil. To simplify

the calculations the dimensions of the coil have been normalized to

the radius of the inner coil the same has been done for the density

of -windings K (see fig.3).

N-

N=I _ .
I i

„
Ir

i

I d,
1 *

tzzzz
I

h
"-sf

1

b

I
3

Figure 3. Schematical cross section of the pick-up coil for the

magnetization measurements (see text).
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The conditions just mentioned lead to the following expressions:

1) Zb. + nr3Zd.= O
i J

2) ItZb.3 - 3Zb. + lmr2Zd.3 - 3nr4Zd.= O
X " 1 J J

3) 8Zb.5 - 20b.3 + 5Zb. + 8nr2Zd.5 - 20nr4Zd.3 + 5nr6Zd.= 0 ,
' i i i j j 0 s

this including the possibility of more than one outer coil. Putting

. 3Zb. - 1(Ib-3 , _ 2OZ b.3 - 8Zb.5 - 5Zb.
A = i i__ and B = j i i i ,

-Zb. -Zb.

we can deduce:

-88d.4 + 20Ad.2 + 5A2 - 9B = 0 .

Starting with values for b. one can calculate n, d. and r2. In practice

the calculations were performed using a small computer program on

a hp 9'100A desk calculator. We looked for solutions possible within

the experimental limitations like the sample dimensions (diameter of

the inner coil), and the devar dimensions (diameter of the outside

coil). Furthermore we required the number of windings for each coil

to be an integer, this assures minimum pick-up from the wires connecting

the different coils. The coils are wound on cylinders made of polyester

(resin) reinforced with quartz (woven cloth), the interspace between

the cylinders is assured by small tubes of the same material. For the

coils we used copper wire with povin-D insulation. A sensitive coil

asks for a large density of windings, on the other hand the wire

should not be too thin, the coil being damaged too easily by large

temperature changes. Even when the coil is constructed with the uttermost

precision the accuracy obtained in the coil's area, is about one or

two percent. This means that finally a winding has to be added to

obtain a nett area equal zero. Due to the fact that the windings of the

coil lie not really in planes but follow a screw, the coil has non-



zero area in a direction perpendicular to its axis. A coil correcting

for this imperfection is -wound on a teflon rod and placed in the

interspace between the inner and the outer coil. Finally it should

be noted that some details of the construction and some refinements

in the design have been omitted in this description, they are supposed

not to contribute to a better understanding.

The sampleholders as used in the experiment are shovn in figure k,

they are constructed of teflon. A number of holes in the sampleholders

assure a good heat contact between the sample and f cooling liquid.

The necessity for this holes has been confirmed experimentally.

Figure h. a. Sampleholder for powdered samples,

b. Sampleholder for single crystals.

TIIR MAGMKTIZATION HEASUREMKKTS

We observed the magnetization of paramagnetic crystals as a

function of time in pulsed magnetic fields. Two different pulse

shapes were used, shown in figures 5a and 5b, Together with the

field the magnetization bigr.als are shovn. The situation of figure

5a corresponds to the condition T >1\ ( T is the temperature of th°

spin system, T the lattice temperature), that in figure 5b to Tc,<T1.

Depending on the field strength the pulse duration varies from 0.1 s

to1.5 s. The two intervals of constant field in figure 5 can be adjusted

in length as well as in amplitude scperately. The limitations of the

method are dictated by the risetime, or fall-off time, of the field

to its equilibrium value and by the sensitivity of the measuring

system. For instance the risetime for a field to increase from zero

to 'tO kOe is about 0.02 s. This means that relaxation times much

21



smaller than this cannot be observed.

Hi
H

M

Meq

(a) M<MGq (b) M>Meq
t—©»-

Figure 5aj5b. The two typos of measurements, the magnetic field H

and the corresponding rcngnetis-ation M as a function of time are

shown. Figure 5a represents the situation for which the initial value

of M is lower than the equilibrium value (T >T. ), figure 5b refers

to the condition T <T. .
s 1

The sensitivity of the pick-up coil, the reproducibility of the empty

apparatus signal and the drift of the integrator make a large number

of spins, i.e. magnetically concentrated paramagnetic crystals, necessary.



This is an essential difference with the usual resonance-type experiments.

An absolute value for the magnetization is derived by subtracting from

the signal the signal given by the empty pick-up coil using a calibration

signal which follows automatically each measurement. The signal can

be displayed on a memory scope, be written on a Honeywell visicorder

and be punched on tape. For most of our work the visicorder was used,

being sufficiently accurate and offering the advantage of directly

observable results. The signals recorded are the magnetic field, the

magnetization followed by a calibration and time markings at intervals

of 0.01 s. To evaluate the relaxation time we plotted (M-M ) versus

the time t on semi-log paper. M denotes the equilibrium value of

the magnetisation M reached in a time much longer than the relaxation

time. In most cases M could be measured directly. In the presence

of relaxation times of the order of magnitude of the total pulse length

a value for K can be calculated from the Erillouin formula for the

magnetization of a non-interacting paramagnetic system.and the saturation

magnetization measured in high fields. In case of a simple exponential

relaxation of the magnetization the plot will result in a straight

line, the slope being equal for measurements with T <T and with
S -L

Ts > Tl' T h e r e l a x a t i o n t i m e by T=-(M--M )/(dM/dt).

Tiffi DISPKIlSIOH-AÜSOIiPTJOH MEASl 'RTLMEíiTS

Part of the experiments concern dispers ion-absorpt ion measurements

tViey were pcrformec3 in cooper/at:!on with the group of Dr .A.J . van

Duyneveldt a t the ?Ctur,crlingh-Oisnes labora.tory at Leiden. In the

disporsior.-sljsürption Ticthod tbc nair.p3.es arc placed in a magnetic

f ie ld IJ with a srtAll o s c i l l a t i n g component h in the same d i r ec t ion .

In a parar.àf.nct-c siuvple t h i s a l t e r n a t i n g f i e ld induces a varying

magnetization m. The complex s u s c e p t i b i l i t y x~m/h i s derived from

the output voltage of a br idge . In p r inc ip le the bridge ex i s t s of

two primary c o i l s , each with two !secondary c o i l s around them. Each

pai r of secondary c o i l s i s wound in such a way tha t a magnetic f i e ld
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coirar.on to both coils will produce no output signal in the detector.

One primary coil with its tvo secondary coils is placed in the cryostat.

Moving a sample from one of these coils to the other gives a variation

in unbalance of the bridge fron which the real and the imaginary

component of x can be computed. Finally one obtains x'/x ani^ x"/X->

using the formalism as derived by Casimir and Du Prê one finds:

Vx0= Xad/X0 - Xad/Xo)/(1 + <A2)

X" / Xo = (1 - Xad/XO)WT1/(1 + Ü ) 2 T 1 )

where io is the angular frequency of the oscillating part of the

external magnetic field, t. is the spin-lattice relaxation time,

X is the value of the static susceptibility and x is the adiabatic
o ad
susceptinility, which is equal to the value of x &* frequencies

The model of Casimir and Du PrI results in a semi-circle in the Argand

diagram, the path of the complex susceptibility in the complex plane

for real frequencies .

The magnetic fields in Leiden were obtained by superconducting magnets

constructed at the Kamerlingh-Onnes laboratory. A bridge was constructed

to enable us to do dicpernion-absorption measurements in the pulsed

field installation at the Natuurkundig Laboratoriw..

CHOISE OF THTC SA

In choosing our samples we were lead by different arguments.

First we considered it interesting to investigate materials on which

related research has been done, this is espacially of importance in

view of the fact that we cannot observe the temperature dependence

over a reasonable range of temperatures. A second argument concerned

the complexity of the system; favourable systems are those having

(effective) electronic spin S=I/2. As a third argument there are the

possibilities for growing crystals;;it was for example beyond our

limits to Eake a sample of Kd-(Mg-(KO ) .2UH-O containing only even-

even isotopes having zero nuclear spin. It will be clear that none

of the samples is ideal with respect-to the o.bove, but they are reasonable

compromises.
2l
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CHAPTER III

As long as we assume the plionons to be in perfect heat contact

with the bath, the spin-bath relaxation tine observed in the experiment

is equa3. to the spin-l.vttice-, strictly speaking the spin-phonon

relaxation time, we are interested in. In the direct process the energy

exchange basically takes place between the Magnetic spins and a small

fraction of the 1-attice oscillators .i.e. those lattice oscillators

for which iiw2£ßH. As art-suit the lattice oscillators in a narrow band

Av around v rcay then be heated to a temperature in between T and Tn

s 1«

This phenomena is called a phonon bottleneck.'As a result the decay

of the magnetization will in general no longer be exponential. To

analyse our experiments in cases were the phoncn bottleneck is present
2)

we used the theory developed by Faughnan and Straridber.g . Below we

review the important points in relation to our experiments and we

write the solutions in a form applicable to our measurements.

Assuming that only pbouons in a frequency band Av. around v.. interact
i J i J

directly vith the spins and assuming a single relaxation time for the

decay of the pbonom; in the excited state to the equilibrium state

(apart froj.i the interactions with the spins), the spin-phonon-ba.th

equations for a. two level systei.i are:

d(K. - N.)/at= -2p(v..;
'l IJ IJ

- R-A..
J IJ

(3.1)

and

d<n.. -
3 J

i>. .)Av. Jd(N. - K.)/dt - <n. . - n. .
IJ IJ i J IJ IJ

(3.2)

li- is the number of spins in the excited state5

K. is the nur,:bi;r of fJijins in the ground state,
J
p(v...) is the density of phonon states s.t frequency v..,

IJ ij
A..is the induced transition proiutbilHy for a spin-flip with emission
—J
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or absorption of a phonon,

<n..> is the number of phonons with frequency v..,

<n. ."> is the value of <n. .> at thermal equilibrium,
3-J IJ

Av.. ia the bandwidth of phonons interacting vith the spins and
-̂J

T is the relaxation time for phonons with frequencies within bandwidth

Av. . around v...

Equation 3.2 can bo written in a somewhat different forra as follows:

i - V / 2 ) / d t - ( 3 < 3 )

The last term on the right hand side in equation 3.3 can be neglected

in the approximation T >>T , S where T is the spin-phonon relaxation

tine, thatis the spin-lattice relaxation tine in absence of a phonon

bottleneck. Substitution of 3.3 into 3.1 leads to

d(H.-K.)/dt= -1
1 ^

ii )AijTph( W

which cem be rewritten as

Apparent5 (Keq - H(t))/(aH/dt) -

[ p ( v i j ) A v i7 1

where

With

K / 2 I i T ) , N e " N . •!• H . , M = (H g ß ) / 2 .
t> J J O Cl v ö

T .H tanl.(f-,ß1i/2kT)
ph s s a (3.6)

equation 3.5 becomes T = x + aI-'/l>'
app. 0 sat

(3.7)



In figure 6 an example of two measurements (M<M , M>M ) is eiven.
eq' eq' e

InIM- Meql
(arbitrary/,

units)]'
_ casen:M>Meq

Nd2Mg3 (NO3)12.24H2O
single crystals

64kO
\ T = 1 . 8 5 K

.2 .3 X
Us) - *

.5 .6

Figure 6. An example shoving M as a function of time, as obtained

from measurements in case of a bottle-necked direct process.

Fron; the results as plotted in figure 6 one can easily obtain T

as a function of M. An example of a graph of i versus M is given
aPP

in figure 7. The spin-lottice relaxation tiir.e T is extrapolated

from the r,'c-f..suring points. According to cq.3.7 it is given by the

intersection of the straight line with the y-axis (M=O). The quantity

'a' defined by relation 3.6 is equal to the slope of the line except
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for a factor equal to the value of M ,.
sat

.25

.20
^apparent

.15

.10

.05
'0

•o

Nd2Mg3 (NO3)12-24H2O
single crystals
H=6.4 kOe
T = 1.85K

Meq
J I l V I 1 L

M (arbitrary units)

Figure 7. Plot of T versus the magnetization M. The graph shows
app

the linear relation described by equation 3.7.

Finally as a counter example a measurement shewing exponential recovery

of the magnetization is given in figure 8.
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ln|M-Meq!

(arbitrary I
units) J

Nd2Mg3 (NO3)12-24H2O

powder (100% Nd)
H=6.7kOe.

= 1.57K

05 •10 t(sT

Figure 8. Exponential decay of the magnetization is found in case

of powdered samples, this in contrast to non-exponential decay in

single crystals as showi in figure 6.
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CHAPTER IV

Neodymium magnesium nitrate has a hexagonal crystal structure,
1,

The trivalent neodymium ion has a I_ ,_ ground state. The ground
1)

state is split by the crystal field resulting in five Kramers doublets.

The doublet next above the lowest doublet is estimated to lie at
2)

an energy A= 33.1 cm1 above this doublet which means that we have

an effective spin S= 1/2 at the temperatures in our experiments.

The experimentally estimated g-values are g^= 2.7 and g,,= 0.36 .

The crystals were grown from an aqueous solution, they were approximately

oriented in a magnetic field and to an higher precision by means

of E.P.E. measurements. The measurements on the single crystals were

made with the field along the axis with the largest g-values thus

along g = 2.7. The samples contained Nd of natural abundance, this

means that about 20$ of the atoms have a non-zero nuclear spin (I= 7/2).

Our Measurements extend over a field range of about 18 kOe, the lowest

field being about 2 kOe. At a magnetic field of 20 kOe the risetime

of the field pulse becomes the limiting factor for the neodymium

salt, the relaxation times become too short.

RESULTS

In figure 6 and in figure 8 measurements on neodymium magnesium

nitrate are shown. The recovery of the magnetization for single crystals

clearly deviates from exponential behaviour.Analysis of the results

by means of the method as described in chapter I U leads to the results

shown in figure 9. In figure 9 T"1tanh(g3H/2kT) is plotted as function

of the magnetic field.

One should notice from eq.3.6 that

= p(v..)Av../H T ,
ij ij s p^

(H.1)

This quantity is also plotted in figure 99 since p(v..)M>?. expression
IJ ij

4.1 ic proporional to H .
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i0 3 r

10'

10

100

Nd2Mg3(NO3J12.24H2O Z l H

j3

(gßH/2kT)

α-itanh (gßH/2kT)

+ * T=1.86 K
o© T=1.59 K

10' 10'
H(kOe)

10

Figure 9.'For single crystals a field dependence described by

•fe'tanh(g|3H/2kTHH
3is found for the direct process. The field

dependence for the phonon bottleneck is displayed according to the

relation H.1.

The straight line through the measuring points in figure 9 is given

by (itO.5)-r"1tanh(gBH/2kT) = H3.
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Besides measurements on a single crystal we investigated a sample

of small crystalls and a fine powder, the results are shown in fig.10.

10"

10'

100

T=1.57 K

H2.6

tanh (gßH/2kT)

©powder (1007oNd)
a powder (20 % Nd)
o smallcrystals

101

H (kOe)

Figure 10. The field.deppndence for the direct process as measured

on small crystals and two powders with 100$ Kd and 20% Hd respectively.



In addition to the concentrated samples we investigated a sample

containing 20% Kd in lanthanum magnesium nitrate, the resultii do

not deviate from those obtained on the concentrated samplc.s(fig.iO).

DISCUSSION

Considering the results of the measurements on neodymium magnesium

nitrate we can say that the analysis of the bottlenecked case together

with the measurements of the powdered sample and the small crystals

gives clear evidence that the field dependence of the direct process

in the concentrated salt in magnetic fields between 2 kOe and 20 kOe

is described by

f1 "v H3coth(gBHA:kT).

The observed field dcpenclece is in agreemenb with the predictions

by Waller (eq.1.1 and 1.2). However, two arguments make it improbable

that the Kaller-Altshuler mechanism is responsible for the relaxation

in neodynium magnesium nitrate. First we calculated the relaxation

time for this mechanism for uor case. Expression 1.2 becomes for this

case:

(2S+i)2(S+i)2H3coth(?gßH/2kT),

3h"

assuming that the relaxation takes place via two simultaneous spin

flips. Even this leads to a calculated relaxation time about a factor

103 longer than the observed relaxation time. In the calculation

vc used v- 2.5*105 cin/s, r= 1IxI(T10 m and p= 2x103 kgm3. Secondly

we did not find a concentration dependence of the relaxation time

for Nd concentrations of 100% and 20!».

Starting from the generally accepted Kronig-Van Vleck mechanism for

the direct process a different explanation for a H3 field dependence

was suggested by Baker and Ford . Their pulrjcd field E.P.R. experiments

on KcI of natural abundance in LaF showed a contribution to the relaxation

time proportional to I1.3.
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This field dependence was explfined by assuming relaxation via forbidden

transitions in ions having a hyperfine structure splitting. In this

theory the relaxation via the forbidden transitions in Hd ions with

a h.f.s. ( l = 7/2) is supposed to be faster than the relaxation via ions

with 1 = 0, Since the paramagnetic resonance lines overlap, the ions

without hyperfine structure relax by cross relaxation to those with

non-zero nuclear magnetic moments. The H^ field dependence was observed

by Baker and Ford on Kd in LaF , measurements of the field dependence

of the direct process on lid in La„Mg_(lI0_).o.2'4B_0 were done on a

crystal containing \% Kd iiiotpically enriched to 98-5% even-even isotopes

and in n.ngnetic fields from 2?J\Q Oe to >i58o Oe, a field dependence

proportions.l to Ii0 was observed. The ratio for the process involving

the h.f.s. and the norira.1 direct process for Hd in lanthanum magnesium

nitrate leeds to a theoretic;1.,! upper limit of about 1 kOe for the

magnetic field telcv which the II3 contribution can be of importance.

In the experiments by Baker and Ford starts to be significant at fields

belov 2 kOe. It should be noted that Ricmci, Eierig and Silverman'

investigated the ficlú dependence of relaxation processes in come

rare earth ions in yttriui.i-alumnium garnet, yttrium-gallium garnet

and CaF ? by rieanr, of pulsed field E.P.R.. For concentrations of about

0.1ft they find a H 5 dependence for Kramers ions, for a concentration

of about 1.5% there is a streng concentration dependence and deviations

from the I!5 dependence are found. Comparing our results with those

obtained by Baker and Ford arid by Scott and Jeffries one notices that

the relaxation time we observed ot a field of 2.H8 kOe, being the

magnetic- field they applied, .if? in good agreement with their result

(fig.11). Dravir.g r. straight lire through the point at 2.)i8 kOe according

to a 11° dependence on cces the serious discrepancy with our observations

at higher fields. The difference between the predicted Ii5 dependence

and oui' observai ions is certainly far out of the measuring error.

Unhappily a ccjrp'i-ii.ou with the data of Scott and Jeffries on e.

concerjl.;T,.ted snririf is not pocüible, they just observed the Orbach

process. Jn tic cvvc of the phnnon bottleneck we observed, a co called

L'.pr-.t.';•! ;.cttlc:U'••_•>. for which tho liq'nc hcOiirn Gurrour.diijg the sfffip-lc

i:= i.br. I-:.1.1."''', '->:,«.• t.\> i.v 0 ;..': the c-ry:;tiü flv :.';ii.'-;i un:j T.o bf: of influence

on i\.c }.:•'• tlc:.e!:;:. Jn order U- •:>:--iiie f• - ii'fluenci'i of the cr.vttsil
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dimensions we "broke the large single crystals (25 mm3) down to rather

small crystals (0.5 mm3);the deviation from an exponential recovery-

turned out to be too small to allow for an interpretation in terms

of a phoiiou 'bott.'lenc-ck.

103r

10'

10'

100

Nd2Mg3(NO3J12.24H2O

2.48
10

H'

-1Tg'tanh(gßH/2kT)

o powders
o singie crystal
p from ref.1
a from ref.4

J i

ICr - - - -
H (kOeJ

Fr i furo 1 1 , Cor^.''.r!L'or. of the- j"_-.'Ge.nt ci'-1;-'" v : i t a t.;:rr-.c

1 ciriii Ii, Our daLf. c l e a r l y d i r a r , r o e wi Ib the K5 o^peuO

b y olIv-T a u t h o r s 1 ' .

CT'CE propofit-ii
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The relaxation tines derived from this measurements, assuming the

decay to be exponential5 are given in figure 10 by the open circles.

Finally ve made a fine powder froMi the crystals which resulted in

perfect exponential behaviour (fig.8), the relaxation times are given

by the closed circles in figure 10. In order to find out wether the

observed direct relaxation process is concentration dependent (Waller)

we did measurements on a powdered sample containing 20$ Hd in

LajjMg_(N0,,)-p.2ltHo0. As is shown in figure 10 no concentration dependence

was found. It should be mentioned that when measuring on a powder

or on small crystals we met the difficulty that the sample cannot

be oriented properly. To achieve the best possible result we placed

the samples in thos cases in a field of about 200 kOe during half

a second. The positive effect of this action could be seen by comparing

magnetization measurements before and after the high field was a.pplied.

The powdered sample still gave a rather small signal but the recovery

was perfectly exponential. We suggest that the part of the sample

that is not well oriented does not disturb our measurements in any

serious way. A value for the phonon relaxation time T can be evaluated

from eq..3.6. Frori the graph showing a"1tanh(gßH/2kT) versus H (fig.9)

a H2 dependence can be assigned to the points between 2 kOe and 6 kOe.

As long as the phonon spectrum and the linewidth as a function of

the magnetic field are not well known. it seems not reasonable to

say much more about the field dependence of the phonon bottleneck.

At a field of 6 k0o we find f'ot the phoncn-bath relaxation time :

= 5.1X1Ö7 s. For the quantities in eq. 3.6 we used: v = 2.5x105cm/s,

1.29-X1O20, p = 2.0 g/cia3and AH = 170 Oe. The value for
S

AH was obtained from E.P.R. mee&urcmt-nts on our sample at a microwave

frequency of 9 GHz, so was the value for g. Because of the partly

overlapping hyperfine lines it uts difficult to estimate a precise

linowidth, the value given seeas the most reaonable. Calculation of

the average r.:ean free pafch for the phc ons from the expression

g = 2.7, II
S

Velocity oi' sound in the crystal
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gives l=2.5 mm, which value should be compared to the crystal

dimensions of 2.5 mm diameter and T mm length. This result comfirms

the assumption of Scott and Jeffries that T equals the time needed

for sound waves to travel half the thicknessof the crystal. In conclusion

when comparing our experimental results with those by Baker and Ford

we may choose out of two possibilities; either our experiments produced

for experimental reasons too long relaxation times in the high field

region or the Van Vleck type direct process observed by Baker and

Ford is not the dominating one for pure neodymium. The first possibility

is very unlikely because the effects producing a lenghtening of the

relaxation time (the Kapitza resistance, thermal conduction in crystals)

will depend strongly on crystal size. Furthermore we have checked

our experimental method by comparing measurements on a particular sample

((MnSiFg).6H2O) with those on the same sample done with a completely

different measuring system(a;c.-bridge method). An apparently too fast

direct process as we suggest to be observed by other authors for Nd

in lanthanum magnesium nitrate may generally be attributed to magnetic

impurities; in high fields impurities become less important so that

the true direct process may be observed.
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CHAPTER V

Spin-lattice relaxation phenomena in neodymium ethyl sulphate
1-8)

have teen studied by a number of authors . The temperature

dependence of spin-lattice relaxation processes in this material was

previously examined over a temperature range of about 1.5 K to U K.

The field dependence was studied in fields from I50 Oe to h kOe. The

experimental results were obtained on samples with Nd concentrations

varying from 0.2? to 100?. Some of the experiments were done using

a sample containing 0.2% Md ions enriched to 98.5?» even isotopes .

The sample used in our research was grown from an aqueous solution.

The purity of the Ncl̂ O- we used was garanteed to be better than 99-9?.

The optical quality of our samples was not very good; they were not

clear. The measurements were done at a temperature of I.6I K, with

the magnetic field perpendicular to the c-axis (g =2.07 )• The ground

state of the neodymium ion in the ethyl sulphate is IQ/O1 T n e splitting

of the erergy levels by the crystal field results in a lowest Kramers

doublet, the next level, also a Kramers doublet,lies about 130 cm1

higher. This distance is large enough to exclude the Orbach process

at temperatures lower than about 2 K.

RESULTS

Results were obtained at a temperature of I.6I K in magnetic

fields from 3.5 kOe to 20 kOe. The results are displayed in figure 12.

At all magnetic fields we did measurements with T >Tn as well as

measurements for which T <T . The magnetization always recovered

exponentially to its equilibrium value. The time constants for both

the conditions at one magnetic field were equal within the measuring

error.

DISCUSSIOM

Our measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation time in this nejdymiuin

salt in magnetic fields between 3.5 kOe and 20 kOe very positively



show a field dependence of the relaxation time according to

10*

T "kann (~ •) U"1)

.ng

101

1

H3(see fig.12).

O

NdES

Bj.// H

T = 1.61 K

101 H (kOo) 102

iymium
Figure 12. T"1 tanh(cGH/2kT) as a function of the raacnetic field

at a temperature of 1.61 K. e Experimental result by Scott and

Jeffries for a sandle containing 0.2% Wd ions, o theoretical

estimation "by Scott and Jeffries.



From the exponential recovery of the magnetization and from the

large crystal field splitting we conclude that the direct process was

observed. The absence of a phonon bottleneck is probably due to the bad

quality of the crystal. As we mentioned before the crystals were not

optically clear, and cooling them down to helium temperature several

times before the actual experimental data were obtained no doubt had

further negative influence on the crystal quality. One may expect

crystal quality to influence the phonon bottleneck in particular.

A low mean free path of the phonons on speaking terms may reduce the

value for T , and clearly if this value becomes small enough one will

observe the true direct process and no phonon bottleneck.At a magnetic

field of 3.2U kOe Scott and Jeffries find the direct process to be

dependent on the Nd concentration. They find the relaxation time

to vary from f1= **.UT to f1= 'Ul.5T for neodymium concentrations between

0.2% and 5% , they suppose this effect to be due to Ce impurities.

The direct process according to f1= k.hi is about a factor 5 faster

than the relaxation time we extrapolate from our measurements for a

field of 3.2U kOe. The theoretical estimate f1= 1.TT given by Scott

and Jeffries is about a factor 1.9 larger than our result.

Concluding we can say that we observed the non-bottlenecked direct

process in this neodymium salt. The observed field dependence is in

complete agreement with our experimental data obtained on neodymium

in the double nitrate. The strong magnetic fields ve used as compared

to other authors avoid impurities to be a serious problem in our

observations.
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CHAPTER VI

DIn a publication by van Duyneveldt et.al. , spin-lattice relaxation

times were reported for MnSiFg.6HpO in low magnetic fields over a

large temperature range (1.2 K to 200 K). For powdered manganese

fluosillicate the direct process was found to be predominant at temperatures

below h K. At that time it was not possible to verify the field dependence

of the direct process. This gap has been filled by experiments in

two laboratories (ITatuurkundig Laboratorium der Universiteit van

Amsterdam and Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium, Leiden) using two different

techniques. At the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium, a lew frequency bridge

was built to measure relaxation times T<0.01 S by means of the dispersion-

absorption method. In addition a superconducting magnet was constructed

to increase the field range to approximately 50 kOe. At the Natuurkundig

Laboratorium the pulsed field installation offered the possibility

to measure relaxation times T>0.01 S. The tiro experimental setups

nicely complete each other and clearly it is attractive to study for

a crystal of interest the paramagnetic relaxation at low temperatures

and in high external magnetic fields.with the use of both the equipments.
2)

Blume and Orbach predicted theoratically that in case of an S-state
2+

ion, such as Mn , the spin-lattice relaxation times are rather long

and the inverse relaxation time shows a quadratic dependence on the

magnetic field, thus:

f1= AH2T. (6.1)

THE EXPERIMEHT

The low frequecy bridge, for the dispersion-absorption measurements

used in this experiment is of the Hartshorn type , but is modified

in such a way that it has the advantages of the bridge constructed

k) . .
by de Vries . A simplified diagram of the measuring system is given

in figure 13, more information can be found in ref.U where a detailed

description of an almost identical high frequency bridge (200 Hz to 1 MHz)

is given. The synchronous detectors in the low frequency bridge operate



at a fixed frequency of 2.5 kHz, the measuring frequency can be

varied from 2 Hz to 2 Khz.

2.5-4 5 kH2

oscillotor

0<V<2kH
;

i f .

filter

z

Hort5horn

bridge

p r c -
• mpl.

V= 2.5kHz

?5 kHz

oscilloti

vor. phas

ompl.

+ 45
phase

Figure 13. Simplified diagram of the low frequency measuring system.

IN many cases the results obtained at helium temperatures cannot be

explained in terms of a single relaxation time. Physically there may

be two reasons for this; there may be impurities so that not all

paramagnetic ions equivalent or, in a multilevel spin system like in
2+

the Mn ion, the transition probabilities for different energy levels

can be different. In such cases one quite often tries to describe the

observed relaxation phenomena by means of a distribution of relaxation

times, flattening the Argand diagram (fig.I**).

Figure 1!i. Argand diagram. Susceptibility according to

eq.2.1, 2.2j - - ~ - - sisscptibility in case of a distribution of

relaxation times. In this figure the qurnt-Ries h and F, which are

used to define the deviation parameter d-1-2h/F, are indicated.



From the top a arc of a circle obtained in the Argand diagram one

can derive the average relaxation time. A deviation parameter d=1-2h/F

(fig.1l)) is defined to characterize the extent to which a measured

curve differs from the Casimir-Du Pré behaviour (eq,2.1 and 2.2).

An example of measurement obtained by the pulsed field method is given

in figure 15.
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Figure 15- Pulsed-field measurement a.s written by the visicorder.

Magnetic field; - - - - magnetization. In this figure the

quantities M(o) and M used to define the parameter <5M(O)/M(O) are
eq

indicated.

The finite risetdme of the magnetic field makes that in the case of

a distribution of relaxation times the pulse method selects relaxation

times longer than the risetime To find out vether or not the

magnetization recovero exponentially to its equilibrium value a simple

calculation can be made. One can derive M(o) (fig.15) starting from

M and the measured relaxation time T by means of the relation:
eq

AM(t) = - M
-t/T (6.2)



The so obtained value for M(0) should be nearly equal to the equilibrium

magnetization during the initial pulse in the case where the recovery-

can be described by one single time constant. In the presenee". of

relaxation times shorter than the fall-off time of the field the

calculated value of M(O) will be much smaller than the value measured,

the difference will be denoted óK(0). A minor complication is that

the field is not really constant during the first few hundredths of

a second; there is an overshoot. The relaxation times mentioned here

have all been evaluated from the constant part of the pulse. This

procedure as a matter of fact has been applied to all the measurements

in all the other cases one single relation time was found.

RESULTS

The results fror: our first measurements obtained on a powdered

sample of MnSiF,.6H?0 (sample A) are given in figure 16. The data

obtained by the two methods do agree nicely above 10 kOe, but towards

lower magnetic fields an increasing difference is observed. From the

Argand diagrams it is found that at fields below 10 kOe a deviation

from the Casimir-Du Pr6 behaviour occurs. The d-values in co aence

ofthese diagrams are given in figure 1Ta. Obviously in j; rl Lcular

at the lowest magnetic field the spin-lattice relaxation cannot be

described by a single relaxation time. The width of the dist -ibution

of relaxation times can be extrapolated from a simple model as suggested

by van den Broek , If one assumes the distribution funtdon of the

relaxation time to be a block function on a logarithmic time scale

then a d-value of 0.25 is obtained if the lower and the upper limit

of the relaxation time differ by a factoe 10. The actual distribution

of relaxation times will be more complicated. However on the basis

of the factor mentioned it seems justified to state that the long

times as measured in Amsterdam will be due to a relatively large

weight factor for the low frequency side of the relaxation distribution.

At low magnetic fields the magnetization curves obtained in Amsterdam

lead to longer relaxation times (fig.i6). A detailed analysis of the

first part of the ir.rgnetizat.ion versus time curve demonstrated a

It8



deviation from a single exponential decay, pointing to the existance

of shorter times in accordance with the Leiden measurements.

kOe 1OO

Figure 16. The spin-lattice relaxation time for MnSiFg.6HpO as a

function of the magnetic field.V Results from the dispersion-

absorption measurements at T=U.2 K; o idem, at l=2.0 K; e results

from the pulsed field method at T=2.0 K;O obtained from pulse

measurement β-t Leiden at 2.0 K '; T^H~
2
 ;

T"
1
 = 0.20H

S
coth(gf5H/2kT) s"

1
.

These short times cannot be observed since theyfall vithin the finite

fall-off time of the field. A second sei'ies of experiments has been

perfovirisd on two other povdered samples (B arid C). grown from the same

solution as sample A. At low fields the relaxation times were different.

k<)
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Figure 17. Parameters indicating the deviation from a single relaxation

time, a) d versus H from the measurements on sample A. Symbols as

in fig. 16. to) d versus H (open symbols) and 6M(0)/M(0) versus H

(closed symbols) from the measurements on samples B(o,©) and C(v,7).

A detailed investigation was undertaken to explain the differences

between the results obtained by the two experimental techniques. The

relaxation time T, and the deviation parameter d, as obtained by the

dispersion-absorption technique are presented by the open symbols

in fig.17b and fig.18. No new phenomena were found, sample B relaxes

in high magnetic fields identically to sample A, sample C relaxes

slightly faster. At 700 Oe the difference between the relaxation times

amounts to a factor 3.5. With increasing magnetic field the relaxation

times of samples B and C converge to one another. The difference is

still a factor 1.25 at 25 kOe, while the field dependence does not

reach the theoraticalljr predicted slope -2, as it does in sample B.

Presumably, in sample C5 the influence of the fast process extends

to higher roagriotic fields. The result for these samples obtained by

the pulsed field method are given in figure 17 t>y the closed symbols;

the effects discussed above show up here as well. We measured the

absolute value of the niap.netizati on and we calculated M(o). These

calculations showed that 6Ii(O)3-
4O at fields for which different

relaxation tiir.es are found by the two methods. Two features of 6M(0)



are of interest:

a) 5M(0) decreases with increasing magnetic field ,

b) 6M(O) for sample C (the fast relaxing sample) is larger than for

sample B,

1O
O
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À
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"i—1 1 1 11 HI i—1 i 1 1 m 1—r~ i" 11

1 1 1 1 11 M

H
j 1 • i \ 1 1 1111

kOe 1OO

Figure 18. The sp in - l a t t i ce relaxation time of MnSiFg.611^0 (samples

B and C) as a function the magnetic f ie ld at T=2.0 K. 0,0 Sample B;

V,v sample C. Measurements represented by open symbols a.re obtained

by the dispersion-absorption technique, the closed symbols refer t o

the pulsed f ie ld measurements. xMl"2; T~1=0.?üH3coth(g|3H/2kT) s1.

6!-:(0)/M(0) i s plotted as a function of the field in figure 17b. As

one: sees thi:; quantity shewn a behaviour similar to the deviation



parameter ã; 6M(o)/M(o) appears to he zero ahove 8 kOe which is in

agreement with the low d-values at these fields. At magnetic fields

above 8 kOe both mtehods lead to identical results, as indicated by

the parameters just mentioned.

DISCUSSION

At magnetic fields above 9 kOe the experimentally determined

spin-lattice relaxation times as displayed in fig.16 and fig.18 can

be described by:

s"1

2+

2+

where A varies between 0.25 and 0.30 for the different samples

(H in kOe and T in K). The crystalline field at the site of the Mn'

ion has a nearly cubic symmetry with a small trigonal distorsion .

Blume and Orbach calculated the spin-lattice relaxation time for Mh

in a cubic environment; for MgO as a host lattice they found

T"1= 0.13H2T S"1. In this calculation it is assumed that gßH«2kT.

In our case this approximation cannot be made (at T=2 K and H=10 kOe,

gf5H/2kT=O.6T) so the calculations must be extended to high magnetic

fields, Following Blume and Orbach one can start from the matrix

elements as given by their equation 11. The static cubic fiê -d

cm 1 as given by Watanabe ,a =6.h^R and

. Then for low magnetic fields

parameter 10Dq equals

the anion-cation distance R ~2.k

one derives: T - 1 B 0. 1 a H?. T s~l.

At high magnetic fields the different energy levels are far from equally

populated and one expects three relaxation times, which can be

computed from:

cri X-

2A . A -

= 0,

where the AMg _, are the transition probabilities between the levels

Mg and M31. The solutions are found to be:



iy

T"1 = 0.20H3coth(gßH/2kT) s"1,

Tg1 = 0.09H3coth(gßH/2kT) s-1,

T"1 =0.008H3coth(gßH/2kT) s-1.

If three relaxation times are present one expects to observe with

Q)

the non-resonant measuring techniques mainly the shortest time .

The result for T.. is inserted in fig.i6 and fig. 18.. The experimental

results agree remarkably well with the calculated values between 8 and

20 kOe; at higher fields the expected deviation from a straight line

due to the factor coth(gßH/2kT) is not observed. This might be conncted

with the fact that at high fields the contribution from the relaxation

process between the lower levels cannot be neglected. A study of the

low frequency susceptibility at high fields did support this idea;

with the present experimental techniques relaxation times as given by

T~ cannot be observed directly. Finally two remarks must be made:

a) With the dispersion-absorption method it was estimated that the

temperature dependence in low fields is described by TVT with

2.3<a<2.7 . This dependence is not proportional to exp(A/kT) as in

the Tutton salts with impurities . A detailed investigation of

the low field relaxation has not been made yet.

b) The measurements show that it is not easy to give a quantitative

interpretation of results obtained by one technique only for a complicated

case. The discussion given here describes the difficulties adequately.

For a proper interpretation of measurements obtained by one technique

some additional knowledge of the parameters d and 6M(O)/M(O) is

essential.
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CHAPTER VII

The experiment on cerium magnesium nitrate was undertaken because

of the fact that the cerium ions have zero nuclear spin3 this excluding

hyperfine effects possibly present in the Kd salts. It is known from

previous experiments that the direct process in this cerium salt

is much faster than in the neodymium salts, it could be too fast for

observation with our experimental method. In order to obtain as

much information as possible we used the largest rotary pump at our

disposal thus lowering the temperature of the helium bath to about 1.U K.

This temperature is low enough to exclude the Orbach process, but the

direct process is still fast. The sample was about 2.0 mm long and 3 mm

in diameter, it was oriented with its c-axis perpendicular to the magnetic

field direction. For the g-value we used gx=1.83 . Measurements were done

at two temperatures, 1.U K and 1.7 K.

RESULTS

The relaxation rate observed in magnetic fields from U.7 to Vr kOe

at a temperature of 1.7 K is shown in figure 19•

102

10

-L t

Ii

f L JLJJ

"1O2

Figure 19. The relaxation rate for cerium magnesium nitrate a.3 a

function of the magnetic field at a temperature T = 1.7 K.
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In figure 20 the data obtained from measurements at I.lt K are shown.

The graph is obtained by analysis of the results as described in Ch.III.

It should be noted that, although the results for T >T and for T1 <T

are significantly different as we expect for a phonon bottleneck, the

measurements were not accurate enough to derive precise values for T

in high fields. This is due to a very short relaxation time for the

direct process. Measurements on a powdered sample showed the phonon

bottleneck to be disappeared; the relaxation times became too short

and could not be observed over a field range of interest.

DISCUSSION

In a field range from k.T kOe to hi kOe the relaxation can be

described by the sum of a bottlenecked direct process and an Orbach

process:

T"1= Acoth2(g0H/2kT) + Bexp(- A/T) s"1, (7.1)

where A is the crystal field splitting between the lowest and the

first excited doublet in degrees Kelvin and T is the bath temperature,

B is a constant not dependent on the magnetic field in case of fields
2 3)

much smaller than the internal magnetic field ' . With A=36.25 K, the
h)

value derived by Thornley from infrared experiments, we derived

from our experiments B=S-OxIO10S"1. This result is in good agreement

with results obtained by other authors . In fields above 12 kOe

the relaxation time decreases with increasing magnetic field. The

relaxation process taking over from the Orbach process in higher fields

is believed to be the bottlenecked direct process. A non-bottlenecked

direct process should according to its field dependence become faster

than the Orbach process at much lower fields than 12 kOe. This can

easily be seen from our observation at I.k K (fig.2O) and from the

value Ruby et.al. give for the direct process at a field of 3.68 kOe .

The factor A in the phonon bottleneck term of eq.7.1 is according to

the theory proportional to H2 , so -we may write for this term

KH2coth (g0H/2kT), with

K =(i/TEh)(i2TT/h
3v3)(g3ß3AH/c) , (7.2)
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Figure 20. T "HanhCgCH/ßkT) (+) and a-1tan!i(ßßH/2kT) (fl) as a function

of the magnetic field for cerium magnesium nitrate ( T = 1.1* K).
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where c is the concentration of cerium ions in the sample (ref.9,eq..3Öa).

From the experiment we find for magnetic fields between 16 kOe andliO kOe

A = 3.1JxIO-2H2. For a sample containing 2% cerium ions in the lanthanum

salt Ruby et.al. give for the bottlenecked direct process T"1- 0.8 x

cothz(gßH/2kT), at a field of 3.68 kOe. Starting from this value we can

calculate a value for a concentrated sample. The linewidth for a 2%

sample is reported to be 8 Oe, following the simple assumption that

AH^/c one finds that for a 100? sample Il=/5Ox8=5T Oe. According to

Mess , the experimentally estimated linewidth for a concentrated

sample is 118 Oe, this is a factor 2.1 greater than the value just

derived. Including the observation by Mess we obtain fot the relaxation

rate for a concentrated sample in case of a phonon bottleneck

T"1= 0.3coth2(gßH/2kT) s ~3. This leads to a value for A; A = 2.2XiO2H2,

which is in good agreement with the value obtained from oar experiment.

At a temperature of 1.h K we observed a strongly bottlenecked direct

process, the Orbach process being no longer of any importance. Unhappily

the data are not giving us a field dependence for the direct process

for this salt with l=0, the relaxation times are too fast. Measurements

on a fine powder confirmed the existance of a fast direct process.

Finally we can compare T , calculated from the measurements at 1.h K

with T , obtained from the measurements alt 1 .T K . The calculations

resulted in T , v 1 • 1O= 2x108and T , (1.7)=1.754Ô  which is within the

the experimental possibilities.

The field dependence for the phonon bottleneck theoretically should

He "vfl2, the experiment chows a slightly stronger dependence on the field

for high fields. This is in finreement with the fact that also the specific

heat shows a temporufcure dependence steeper than the T3depei)dece expected

from the Debye model (Baily * ).
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CHAPTER VIII

In this chapter we describe some experiments on various samples,

in which the pulsed field experiments have been less extensive than

in the foregoing chapters.

a) In cooperation with van Duyneveldt and Pouw ' measurements with

the diapersion-absorption technique were done on a cobalt ammonium

Tutton salt. For the experiments in the pulsed field installation

the bridge was transported from the Kamerlingh-Onnes laboratory to

Amsterdam, a simple set of coils fitting into the pulse magnet vas

constructed. The aim of this research was to study the field dependence

of the Raman process in as high fields as possible.

The measurements were done on a powdered sample of Co(NH, )„(SO. )X6H

at liquid hydrogen temperatures. The ground state of the cobalt ion
2)

in this Tutton salt is a Kramers doublet . The spin-lattice relaxation

rate in strong magnetic fields is then expected to be given by:

+ BT9J8(OD/T) , (8.1)

where J (0 /T) = /" xnex
n D o 3 „dx>

(ex-1)2

x = -hw/liTj x = 0 /T and 0_. is the Debye temperature which is relatedm L) D \

to the maximum frequency of the phonon spectrum by kQ = -Rw . Orbach

has shown that for a complete analysis one has to consider a second

possibility for the Raman process. This Raman process is analogous
h)

to that originally suggested by Kronig > it can be described by:

f1 = (8.2)

The results obtained by both techniques a/-e given in figure 21

At low magnetic fields the relaxation tirees are independent of the

magnetic field as is expected for the T^ Raman process, in fields
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above 10 kOe the relaxation times decrease, however no clear H
1+
 or

H^ dependence can be recognized. A least square computer program

was used to describe the data "by

f1 = p Ha
(8.3)

where U can be either 2 or k.

50 100
HfhOel -

Figure 21. Relaxation tines for powdered Co( IJĤ  )„( SO^ )„, 6HgO as a

function of the external magnetic field.O,& T=1U.1 K,o,S3 T=15.0 K

V ,v T=16.O K,.A,A T=17.0 K. Open symbols represent the relaxation

times obtained in Le;iden, closed symbols refer to the measurements

in pulsed Ti elds in Amsterdam. -— computer fit with a=2, —fit

to (8.3) with α-k.

the best, computer fit is obtained for a-2 we do not immediately

exclude
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the direct process. The coefficients p and qa in eg.8.3 are plotted

in fig.22 as a function of the temperature. In case of a direct process

q, will vary proportional to Tß. Figure shows q̂ = T with g= 5.5»

so the direct process is unlikely.

Figure 22. p5q and q, versus the temperature; v P in 105 s1,

&. q, in 10~13 S1Oe1', o q? in 10"
1* S1Oe2.

For the first term in eq,8.3 ue found p^T7-1^0'1. If the quadratic

field dependence of the relaxation rate is caused "by the Raman term

according eq.8.2, one expects qg~T
ß with 2<0<7. As shown in fig.2.2.

we find p=5.7, corresponding to Q^- 130 K. It will t>e clear from

fig.ZI that extension of the measurements to high fields of about

80 kOe in the pulsed field installation leads to the conclusion that

the H2 dependence has to "be preferred over the K1' dependence. In

conclusion we may say that the H2T7 Raman process clearly is of
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importance in cobalt Tutton salt. A more detailed study of this

relaxation process in other cobalt Tutton salts is in progress at

the Kamerlingh-Onnes laboratory at Leiden.

b) Measurements on Mn(KH, )„(S0, )p.6H_0 samples of different purity

obtained from Leiden showed long relaxation times as expected for

S-state ions. The relaxation time under conditions T <T, depended on

the duration of the initial magnetization for all the samples. A

satisfactory explanation for this effect could not be given. A possibility

may lie in the fact that the spin-spin relaxation time is of influence;

during short (<0.05 s) initial magnetizations the equilibrium within

the spin system might not be established leading to effects on the

spin-lattice relaxation uime.

c) Measurements on an other o-state ion , Gd in Gdp(SO,)_.8H?0,

also showed long relaxation times. There was much scatter in the

data and we did not put enough effort in the experiment to get a

complete description of the effects in this salt. For this salt

de Vries , in Leiden type bridge measurements, also observed a

complicated behaviour which he could not explain satisfactorily.

d) Finally we studied relaxation processes in glassy alcoholic

solutions of some ions (Mn , Ce ) at a temperature of 1.U K. Ho

relaxation effects vere found (T<0.01 S ) . This result disagrees with

results obtained by Miedema who from the fact that he could not •

cool these alcoholic solutions by means of adiabatic demagnetization

concluded that the spin-lattice relaxation times shoulu be of the

order of magnitude of several seconds (H= 10 kOe, T= 1 K). Hence we

find that Miedema's conclusion that spin-lattice relaxation times

severely limit the possibility to use alcoholic solutions of para-

magnetic salts in magnetic cooling experiments, is apparently incorrect.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden metingen beschreven van de veldaf-

hankelijkheid van spin-rooster relaxatieprocessen in enkele paramag-

netische materialen. Van de preparaten vaaraan gemeten werd was de

afhankelijkheid van de spin-rooster relaxatie van de temperatuur

al eerder experimenteel bepaald, "y.t bepalen van de veldafhankelijk-

heid completeerde de experimentele gegevens en maakte een betere

vergelijking met de theorie moglijk.Voor de beide neodymium zouten

waaraan werd gemeten is het directe proces waargenomen bij helium

temperaturen. De gevonden veldafhankelijkheid kan worden beschre^n

met í"*tanh(gBH/2kT) <\i H^; daarentegen niet met de voorspelde en

algemeen aanvaarde H5 afhankelijkheid. Dit is toe te schrijven aan

een bijdrage van verboden overgangen voor die neodymium ionen die

een kernspin ongelijk aan nul hebben. Ook werd voor neodymium magnesium

nitraat de phononbottleneck waargenomen en de veldafhankelijkheid

daarvan , deze is in overeenstemming met de theoretisch voorspelde H^.

• Voor de analyse van de experimentele resultaten verkregen aan

neodyaium magnesium nitraat, waar zowel het directe proces als de

phononbottleneck zichtbaar worden, hebben we met vrucht gebruik ge-

maakt van de theoretische analyse van dit geval door Faughnan en

Strandberg.

In cerium magnesium nitraat werd geheel in overeenstemming met

vroegere metingen een phononbottleneck waargenomen bij de laagste

temperatuur (1.1* K). Bij iets hogere temperatuur werd het Orbach

proces gevonden, en werd de afwezigheid van een veldafhankelijkheid

daar van bevestigd. Het directe proces in het cerium zout bleek helaas

te snel om de veldafhankelijkheid voor dit geval met 1=0 te kunnen

waarnemen.

In MnSiF^.6HpO zijn de voor een S-toestand te verwachten lange

relaxatietijden bevestigd en de door Orbach voorspelde veldafhankelijk-

heid van het directe proces is inderdaad gevonden. Er zijn voorts

duidelijke experimentele aanwijzingen dat voor overgangen tussen

verschillende Zeeman niveaus niet een zelfde relaxatietijd geldt.

In cobalt ammonium Tutton zout werd het al lang geleden voorspelde



kwadratisch van het veld afhangende Raman proces aangetoond.

Tenslotte worden incidentele metingen aan mangaan ammonium sulfaat,

gadolinium sulfaat en aan oplossingen van paramagnetische ionen in bevroren

alcoholen be"proken.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis measurements of the field dependence of spin-lattice

relaxation processes in some paramagnets are described. The temperature

dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation for the materials we investigated

was already known from previous experiments by other authors. The observation

of the field dependence gave a more complete picture of the relaxation

phenomena and made a better comparison with the theory possible. In two

neodymium salts the direct process was observed at helium temperatures;

the observed field dependence can be described by T"1tanh(gßH/2kT) "VH3.

The theoretically predicted H5 dependence for a Kramers doublet was not

found. We thiiik this is due to transitions within the hyperfine level

system for neodymium ions with I^o. In neodymium magnesium nitrate we

observed a phonon bottleneck and we found the predicted H2 dependence.

The analysis- of the data when a phonon bottleneck was present was based

on the theoretical work by Faughnan and Stranberg. In cerium magnesium

nitrate the direct process was found at 1.U K. At 1.7 K the Orbach process

was observed. In mangenese fluosillicate the field dependence theoretically

predicted by Orbach was confirmed. Long relaxation times as one expects

for S-state ions were observed in MnSiFg.6H2O, Gd (SO. )~.8H_0 and in

mangenese ammonium sulphate.


